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Sean King and Michelle Maxwell are back, and struggling in the emotional aftermath of the events

that brought them to the brink in Hour Game. Dogged by personal demons, Maxwell is seeking

solace in a psychiatric institution, after barely surviving a violent barroom brawl. And King, having

failed to right their troubled partnership, watches bewildered and mortified by his partner's rapid

decline. Relieved to have some distraction, he hastily accepts an offer to investigate a murder at a

retreat called Babbage Town, a secret enclave of scientific geniuses working to surpass the

capabilities of the most sophisticated microprocessor in the world. But to what end? And more

immediate, why do so many of the key players in the menacing project have ties to the institution

where Maxwell's staying? Suddenly, the pair find themselves in a race against time to expose a plot

that could unhinge the entire global power structure...and destroy what's left of their lives.
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The seeds of Baldacci's latest novel "Simple Genius" are sowed a book earlier.Mentally stressed

beyond her ability to continue a normal life, Michelle Maxwell simply breaks down. Her horrifying

experience in "Hour Game" with a boyfriend who turned out to be a serial killer and the continuing

anguish of a deeply buried secret we will later learn she has carried with her since she was only six

years old drives her into a potentially suicidal bar brawl with a complete stranger. Her long-time

friend and investigative partner, Sean King, convinces her to check herself into a psychiatric hospital

for rest, recuperation and serious examination of the demons she is encountering. Assuming full



responsibility for the financial costs of this care, he desperately searches for work and accepts a

contract to investigate the suicide (murder?) of Monk Turing, a quantum physicist and computer

scientist working for Babbage Town, a high powered corporate think tank located across the York

River from Camp Peary, a top secret CIA training facility. (That name, by the way - Turing, that is - is

no coincidence!
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